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Motivation: what is AR?

• ARs are prominent during winter season in the west side of continents

➢They are atmospheric bands with intense 
moisture transport towards poles

➢They can be identified from maps of total 
column moisture (Integrated Water Vapor, IWV) 
or moisture transport (Integrated Vapor 
Transport, IVT)
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Motivation: why are ARs important?

• ARs are recognized as a key driver of extreme precipitation (P) and flooding in the 
western U.S.

• They also contribute to water resources in the western U.S.
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AR during the Oroville Dam Crisis in northern 
California (February 10 2017) AR contribution of winter precipitation

Source: http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/real-time/mimic-tpw/global/main.html
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/projects/artmip/



Motivation: rain-on-snow in the future

• Rain-on-snow:  a significant phenomenon over the western U.S. mountains
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Source: Musselman et al. (2018), Projected increases and shifts in rain-on-snow flood risk over western North America. Nature Climate Change 8, no. 9: 808.

➢ Snow ablation during warm precipitation, flooding potential

➢ Their change in the future? Cause of this change?



ARs impact the hydro-climate of western U.S.

• Let’s checking out a complete story
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• Story 1: ARs and hydrology

Chen, X., L. R. Leung, M. Wigmosta, and M. Richmond (2019), Impact of atmospheric rivers on surface hydrological processes in
western U.S. watersheds, J. Geophys. Res.: Atmos., 124, 8896–8916.

ARs impact the hydro-climate of western U.S.



▪ WRF regional climate simulation captures the hydro-climate of western U.S.
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➢ P evaluation at grid scale, snow (SWE) evaluation at 246 SNOTEL sites

A model-based investigation



ARs impact land surface hydrology

▪ Questions
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➢ What are the impacts of landfalling ARs on the surface water budget components?

➢ Can they be related to the surface meteorological conditions associated with ARs?



▪ 0. Classifying precipitation events into several categories
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Considering both seasonality and the influence of antecedent snowpack (rain-on-snow)

Precipitation events in 1981-2015   (average daily P > 1mm)

Summer
April-September

Snow
(winter-snow)

No snow
(winter-day)

Winter
October-March

Summer
April-September

ARs impact land surface hydrology



▪ 1. ARs create unique surface energy conditions
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For each type of events, the difference of 

mean states (AR - nonAR) is shown

➢ Increased temperature during winter, while 

cooling in summer

➢ Reduced SW but enhanced LW

➢ Dipole pattern of total radiation

ARs impact land surface hydrology
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➢ R/P ratio:

(a)0.38

(b)0.31

(c)0.43

(d)0.73

▪ 2. ARs lead to distinct surface water responses

ARs impact land surface hydrology

➢ Higher P

➢ Higher runoff

➢ Inhibited ET

➢ Higher soil moisture

➢ Snow tends to melt 

(rain-on-snow)
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➢ Most of these difference can be well 

attributed to the difference in the 

meteorological conditions

▪ 2. ARs lead to distinct surface water responses

ARs impact land surface hydrology



▪ 3. AR’s impact on snowpack dynamics
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➢ Increased probability of snow 

ablation around freezing point

➢ Much higher snow ablation 

around freezing point

Previous speculation that rain-on-
snow is caused by warm rainfall is not 
the complete story.

When P, T and LW are controlled, 
there are no differences between AR 
and non-AR events.

ARs impact land surface hydrology



▪ 4. AR’s impact on water resources - amount
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➢ Regress annual total runoff to the # of AR 

days in the given watershed during 1981-

2014

➢ Higher R2 in the coastal watersheds, 

indicating the possibility of using AR days 

to roughly estimate annual runoff

ARs impact land surface hydrology



▪ 4. AR’s impact on water resources - seasonality
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➢ April 1st SWE to cumulative P in winter

➢ With more ARs in winter, less winter P is stored in 

snowpack for summer runoff

ARs impact land surface hydrology



▪ 5. Short summary
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➢ ARs create distinct atmospheric conditions compared with non-AR precipitation events

➢ Surface hydrological response to ARs feature stronger snow ablation, increased soil 

moisture, inhibited ET, all of which lead to much higher runoff

➢ More ARs on the west coast tend to bring higher annual runoff, which is also more 

distributed towards winter season

ARs impact land surface hydrology
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• Story 1: ARs and hydrology

Chen, X., L. R. Leung, M. Wigmosta, and M. Richmond (2019), Impact of atmospheric rivers on surface hydrological processes in
western U.S. watersheds, J. Geophys. Res.: Atmos., 124, 8896–8916.

ARs impact the hydro-climate of western U.S.
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• Story 2: ARs and precipitation

Chen, X., L. R. Leung, Y. Gao, Y. Liu, M. Wigmosta, and M. Richmond (2018), Predictability of extreme precipitation in western U.S. 
watersheds based on atmospheric river occurrence, intensity, and duration, Geophys. Res. Lett., 45, 11693–11701. 

ARs impact the hydro-climate of western U.S.



Missing part in the puzzle

• Solved: how many storms/flooding are attributed to ARs? (purple/blue)

• Unchecked: how many ARs would lead to storms/flooding? (purple/red)
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▪ Questions

➢Can ARs be used to quantitatively predict extreme precipitation events  
(95% daily events)?

➢What characteristics of ARs are more closely related to hydrological 
extremes?
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Short answer: YES. ARs can predict both the occurrence and magnitude of extreme P 
over the western U.S.

Short answer:   duration (how long they last) and intensity (how strong they are)

Relationship between ARs and precipitation



▪ 1. Prediction of extreme P occurrence

➢Assumption: extreme P happens when an AR exists at the given watershed
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➢Gilbert Skill Score (GSS)
GSS>0 is skillful prediction

➢Extreme P at northern 
watersheds are more related 
to ARs

➢Datasets containing less ARs 
are better at predicting 
extreme P large AR dataset Small AR dataset

Relationship between ARs and precipitation



▪ 2. Prediction of extreme P magnitude

➢How to quantify the overall intensity of ARs?
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Answer:  AR Intensity-Duration-Area (IDA)

• Integration of AR intensity over landfalling 

area (S) and time (Nt)

• One summary value for each AR event
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Relationship between ARs and precipitation



▪ 2. Prediction of extreme P magnitude

➢Monthly total of extreme P amount is well correlated to AR intensity (monthly IDA)
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➢Extreme P at northern 
watersheds are more related 
to ARs

➢Datasets containing less ARs 
are better at predicting 
extreme P

large AR dataset Small AR dataset

Relationship between ARs and precipitation



▪ 3. Exploring AR subsets for improved predictability of P
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➢ Datasets containing less ARs are better at predicting extreme P

->  Is it possible to use a subset of ARs for comparable/better prediction?

➢ Two features considered: duration; mean intensity 

(IDA/duration)

• Normalized by mean and std.

➢ Three groups from K-means classification.

• Weak AR: short duration, low intensity

• Flash AR: short duration, high intensity

• Prolonged AR: long duration

Relationship between ARs and precipitation
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➢ Flash ARs and prolonged ARs are better related to extreme P

➢ This filters out ~60% of ARs

Weak ARs
(60%)

Flash ARs
(30%)

Prolonged ARs
(10%)

▪ 3. Exploring AR subsets for improved predictability of P

Relationship between ARs and precipitation



▪ 4. Take-home points
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➢ARs can predict extreme precipitation occurrence at daily scale

➢The monthly total of extreme daily precipitation amount is well correlated with AR 
intensity

➢Two subsets of ARs (prolonged ARs; flash ARs) show good prediction power

AR Extreme P

Relationship between ARs and precipitation



Summary
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➢ ARs are tightly related to the extreme precipitation events, and some predictive 

power is explores on occurrence and magnitude

➢ ARs in the western U.S. create unique meteorological conditions, which lead to 

differing surface hydrological response during precipitation events.

➢ ARs lead to distinct surface hydrological response, which features the role of 

snowpack accumulation/ablation (“rain-on-snow”)



ARs impact the hydro-climate of western U.S.

• Let’s checking out a complete story
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• Study 3 (not covered today)

Chen, X., Z. Duan, L. R. Leung, and M. Wigmosta (2019), A framework to delineate precipitation-runoff regimes: Precipitation vs.
snowpack in the western U.S., Geophys. Res. Lett., 46, 13044–13053. 

ARs impact the hydro-climate of western U.S.
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Summary

▪ For more information:
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Feel free to visit my website for more about our research:   www.xiaodongchen.com



Thank you !

Questions?
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You can also reach me at:    xiaodong.chen@pnnl.gov
Find more about my research at:      www.xiaodongchen.com 
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